Sliplining and Other Culvert Repair Options
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

As roadway systems age, the buried conduits are often neglected/forgotten. This presentation provides a comprehensive overview of conduit repair methods for consideration in lieu of the traditional open cut conduit replacement installations. It also serves as a good reminder to inventory and rate this key infrastructure component. General process: clean, access, evaluate and repair. This presentation provides the foundation for participants to develop a conduit improvement process.

- CULVERT ANALYSIS
- RCP JOINT REPAIR/RCP JOINT SEALING
- CMP SECTION LOSS REPAIR OPTIONS
- HOST AND LINER PIPE HYDRAULICS
- LINER STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
- VOID FILLING AND SOIL STABILIZATION
- SLIPLINING – LINER TYPES AND METHODS
- CURED-IN-PLACE PIPE (CIPP) LINER TYPES – SPRAY-ON, STREAM CURED AND UV CURED
- ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION EFFORTS
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